The General Manager
West Coast Council
PO Box 63
Queenstown
TASMANIA 7467

11 July 2016
Dear Sir/Madam,
Re application number DA 2016/00031; Replacement of existing hut and toilet at
Lake Tahune, Franklin-Gordon Wild Rivers National Park
The Tasmanian National Parks Association (TNPA) has long-standing concerns about
inappropriate development at Frenchmans Cap (and elsewhere in Tasmania’s national park
estate). The proposed replacement hut at Lake Tahune is merely one component of a creeping
upgrade of facilities at Frenchmans Cap being undertaken to date without any meaningful
consultation with stakeholders.
While we don’t doubt that the current hut at Lake Tahune is probably near the end of its
useful life and so in need of replacement, we have concerns about the potential size and
nature of its proposed replacement. While the application (DA 2016/00031) is for the
“replacement” of existing infrastructure, and the proposed structure is on the site of the
existing hut, the new hut’s footprint will be considerably larger. This alone is a significant
concern at this aesthetically and environmentally sensitive site within a World Heritage
national park. Furthermore, we feel facilities like electric lighting and heating are
inappropriate in a backcountry setting like Frenchmans Cap, and that use of a mini-hydro
generator to supply such power is inviting higher than necessary ongoing maintenance costs.
We presume the Parks and Wildlife Service is undertaking a Reserve Activity Assessment
(RAA) for the proposed new hut. Given the scale and site of the proposed structure we hope
that the level of this RAA has been deemed such that public input will be sought. We intend
writing to the Parks and Wildlife Service General Manager on this point. Until such a
consultative RAA has been completed development approval for the construction of the
proposed new hut at Lake Tahune should not be given by the West Coast Council.
Yours sincerely,

Catharine Errey
President
Tasmanian National Parks Association
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